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SILCA introduces the AVVENTURA
AMERICANA SEAT ROLL
And this limited edition seat roll drops right in time for the holidays

Tuesday, December 4th, 2019 — INDIANAPOLIS, IN. – SILCA has just introduced its

all new AVVENTURA AMERICANA Seat Roll. It's a limited edition, American-made, gear-

toting, under the saddle, seat roll. The unique, olive-green water-repellent exterior is made of

durable, lightweight material to withstand the cross-country ride. Securing this rugged beauty

to the seat rails is the BOA® Closure System to guarantee a rattle-free journey, plus features a

heavy-duty center panel closure for added security. Four interior pockets are offset by a splash

of gold oxford cloth; giving the perfect backdrop for visual contrast.
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Riders often give SILCA feedback and this seat roll was methodically designed to provide a

solution to those comments. They redesigned the Grande Americano with a light-weight

material, a wider Velcro strap closure, made in America, and uses the BOA® Closure System.

Oh, and a new color! This limited edition AVVENTURA AMERICANA Seat Roll is the perfect

gear for all your off-road, harsh weather, all-season riding.

The AVVENTURA AMERICANA Seat Roll is exclusively available through silca.cc

Product specifications
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• Constructed of 400D woven packcloth with water repellent finish and lightweight 200D

oxford cloth

• Boa® Closure System with Guide

• Rail guard protects and grips saddle rails

• Four internal pockets - *Two are purposed for CO2 and tire levers. Center pocket holds a

single tube up to 700x50mm (29x2")

*Contents sold separately

• Heavy-duty coverlet, center panel protects contents and provides added security

• Color Option: Olive Drab and Gold

SRRP: $65

Product page: https://silca.cc/collections/packs-on-bike-1/products/avventura-

americana-seat-roll-limited-edition

https://silca.cc/collections/packs-on-bike-1/products/avventura-americana-seat-roll-limited-edition


About SILCA

SILCA was founded in 1917 by Felice Sacchi outside of Milan, Italy. SILCA was the first

company to put gauges on pumps, the first to produce a true ‘high-pressure’ frame pump and

the first to work with revolutionary lightweight material plastic after the end of WWII, and later

the first to bring CO2 to roadside inflation. Today SILCA is located in Indianapolis, IN where it

continues to build iconic products that use the nest materials and craftsmanship available.
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ABOUT TWOTONE AMSTERDAM

We are an Amsterdam based sales and PR consulting agency. We pride ourselves on being flexible enough to
adapt to any situation and tough enough to ensure things get moving. We love to drink good coffee, hear your
story and learn how we can help you and your brand.
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